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Abstract

Background. To prevent persistent post-surgery pain, early identification of patients at high risk is a clinical need.
Supervised machine-learning techniques were used to test how accurately the patients’ performance in a preoperatively
performed tonic cold pain test could predict persistent post-surgery pain.
Methods. We analysed 763 patients from a cohort of 900 women who were treated for breast cancer, of whom 61 patients
had developed signs of persistent pain during three yr of follow-up. Preoperatively, all patients underwent a cold pain test
(immersion of the hand into a water bath at 2–4 �C). The patients rated the pain intensity using a numerical ratings scale
(NRS) from 0 to 10. Supervised machine-learning techniques were used to construct a classifier that could predict patients at
risk of persistent pain.
Results. Whether or not a patient rated the pain intensity at NRS¼10 within less than 45 s during the cold water immersion
test provided a negative predictive value of 94.4% to assign a patient to the “persistent pain” group. If NRS¼10 was never
reached during the cold test, the predictive value for not developing persistent pain was almost 97%. However, a low nega-
tive predictive value of 10% implied a high false positive rate.
Conclusions. Results provide a robust exclusion of persistent pain in women with an accuracy of 94.4%. Moreover, results
provide further support for the hypothesis that the endogenous pain inhibitory system may play an important role in the
process of pain becoming persistent.
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Persistent pain is a major health care issue, as defined by WHO,
affecting about a fifth of the European population, increasing to

a third in the over-70-yr olds.1 2 Chronic pain has a highly com-
plex pathophysiology3 and is triggered by several different
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causes, such as cancer4 and surgery.5 The prevalence of persis-
tent pain as an outcome of surgery varies from 10 to 50%.6 7 This
variation is partly as a result of how persistent pain is defined.
For persistent pain in breast cancer survivors, the prevalence has
been reported to vary between 25–60%, and 34% of the affected
patients had symptoms and signs of neuropathic pain.8 A more
recent prospective study, however, reported a prevalence of at
least moderate pain after breast cancer surgery of 13.5%.9 Thus,
persistent pain remains a clinical issue in breast cancer survivors
and in order to prevent persistent post-surgery pain, early identi-
fication of patients at high risk is needed.

Several factors including the type of surgery10 and psychologi-
cal factors have been associated with persistent pain after breast
cancer surgery.11–15 A particular line of evidence suggests that
heightened baseline pain sensitivity and dysfunction of the
endogenous pain-inhibitory system may render individuals at
greater risk of experiencing severe acute clinical pain.16 Hence,
assessment of individual responses to experimental pain stimuli,
has been proposed as a possible method of identifying patients at
high risk of developing persistent pain.16 In support of this
hypothesis, preoperative testing of conditioned pain modulation
in 62 patients undergoing thoracotomy identified patients who
were or were not likely to develop persistent post-thoracotomy
pain.17 In another small study of 20 patients undergoing abdomi-
nal surgery, stronger preoperatively measured conditioned inhib-
itory pain modulation was associated with less late postoperative
pain.18 Evidence of dysfunctional pain inhibition in fibromyal-
gia19 points in the same direction. In this context, tonic cold pain
is often chosen as the experimental pain stimulus.20

In the present study, we tested how accurately the patients’
performance in a preoperatively-performed tonic cold pain test
predicted persistent post-surgery pain in a cohort of 900 women,
who were followed for three yr after breast cancer surgery.21 22

We applied contemporary data science methods to derive param-
eters from the preoperative cold pain sensitivity tests. Using tech-
niques of supervised machine learning,23 24 parameters obtained
from preoperative cold pain sensitivity tests were associated with
development of persisting pain during three yr follow-up after
breast cancer surgery. This allowed patients developing or not
developing persistent pain to be identified with high clinical con-
fidence. The goal of this study was to assess whether parameters
derived from a preoperative cold pain test could predict the
development of persistent postoperative pain.

Methods
Patients

The study followed the Declaration of Helsinki and was
approved by the Coordinating Ethics Committee of the Helsinki

University Hospital. Each participating subject provided written
informed consent. We enrolled women who had unilateral non-
metastasized breast cancer treated at the Helsinki University
Hospital between 2006 and 2010, with either breast-conserving
surgery or mastectomy with axillary surgery (sentinel biopsy
and/or axillary clearance). Exclusion criteria were neoadjuvant
therapy (i.e. administration of therapeutic agents such as che-
motherapy to shrink the tumour before the main surgical treat-
ment),25 and immediate breast reconstruction surgery. Of the
1536 consecutive eligible patients, 1149 patients were invited to
participate, of whom 126 patients declined and 23 were with-
drawn. Of the 1000 remaining patients, a further 100 were
excluded from the current analysis because the cold pain test
device was not available during their assessment (Fig. 1). The
whole study cohort and the protocol have previously been
described in detail.9 22

Assessments of pain

Preoperative experimental tonic pain test
The study was explained to the patients before enrolment. After
written informed consent was obtained, the patients filled in
questionnaires and participated in the experimental pain tests
for contact heat and cold pain. In the current analysis, we focus
only on the cold pain test.

In the tonic cold pain test, the patients immersed the hand
contralateral to surgery into a cold water bath with a controlled
temperature of 2–4 �C (JULABO USA Inc., Allentown, PA), for the
maximum time tolerated by the patient but not longer than 90 s.
Time to withdrawal was noted and the intensity of the evoked
pain was measured using a Numerical Rating Scale (NRS) of 0-10
at withdrawal and every 15 s during the test.

Postoperative pain scores
The main target parameter of this analysis was the develop-
ment of pain after breast cancer surgery. Therefore, post-
surgical pain was assessed using NRS ranging from 0 to 10
(0¼no pain, 1–3¼mild pain, 4–6¼moderate pain, 7–10¼severe
pain).26 Post-surgical pain intensity was recorded at months 1,
6, 12, 24 and 36 after surgery using questionnaires sent to the
patients and asking identical assessments of presence and
intensity of pain in the areas of previous breast cancer surgery
(breast, axilla). In addition, incidents such as surgeries and
accidents that could have provided an independent cause for
the continuation of pain were inquired about. The pain ratings
acquired at six months or later after surgery were the basis for
the classification of a patient into the “persistent pain” or the
“non-persistent pain” group, described in the data analysis
section. Six months was considered to more adequately reflect
the present clinical setting21 than the original definition of
persistent post-surgical pain proposing a lower bound of two
months,27 which seems premature for the diagnosis of chronic
pain after breast cancer surgery as adjuvant therapies continue
longer.

Data analysis

Data were analysed using the R software package (version 3.3.2
for Linux; http://CRAN.R-project.org/)28 on an Intel XeonVR com-
puter running on Ubuntu Linux 16.04.1. Two missing values in
the remaining data set were imputed using a k nearest neigh-
bour algorithm with k¼3,29 applying the weighted average
method and Euclidean distance implemented in the “DMwR” R
library (https://cran.r-project.org/ package¼DMwR).30 This

Editor’s key points

• Persistent pain after breast surgery is a major clinical

challenge, with limited preventative strategies.
• Identification of individuals at greater risk of persistent

pain, before surgery, is important.
• Preoperative testing of conditioned pain modulation

(CPM) was combined with three yr pain follow-up.
• Using machine learning, CPM had high negative predic-

tive value for low persistent pain risk.
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provided a data set consisting of a 6 x 900 matrix comprising six
pain NRS values of pain intensity from 900 women every 15 s
after immersion of the patient’s arm into cold water.

Parameters derived from the preoperative cold pain sensitiv-
ity test were explored for their predictive performance with
respect to persistent pain after the surgery. This task was
approached using supervised machine learning23 24 and feature
selection techniques.31 Supervised machine learning tries to infer
a functional connection between the input data and a desired
output value (case labels). In the present work, the input data
consist of the parameters acquired during the cold pain tolerance
test, while the case labels are given by the presence or absence of
persistent pain after the surgery. Thus, in supervised machine-
learning, the goal is to learn a mapping from inputs x to output y,
given a labelled set of input-output pairs D ¼ xi; yið ÞNi¼1

n
. Here, D

denotes the so-called “data space1” with a predefined division
into an input space X comprising xi, the features possibly predict-
ing the diagnosis of persistent vs non-persistent pain, and
the output space Y comprising yi, the possible diagnoses of
persistent/non-persistent pain. Creation of the “data space”
required defining the “output”, yi, from the postoperative pain
ratings at 12-36 months and creating the “input” or “feature”
space, xi, from parameters derived from the preoperative cold
pain test, which will be described as follows.

Firstly, the “output space”, yi, was obtained by classifying the
patients into those who developed or did not develop persistent
pain, the “persistent pain” and the “non-persistent pain” groups.
Specifically, patients with NRS� 3 at month 36 after surgery
ðNRSmonth36 � 3Þ were identified as in principle belonging to the
“non-persistent pain” group, while those with NRS>3 at month
36 after surgery ðNRSmonth36 > 3Þ belonged in principle to the
“persistent pain” group. Further criteria for the “non-persistent
pain” group were the presence of no more than mild pain,
(i.e. NRSmonth12:month36 � 3Þ while the “persistent pain” group was
more precisely characterized by always having at least moderate
pain without a consistent tendency to ameliorate, (i.e. NRSmonth36

> 3 and NRSmonth12::month36 > 0 and ðNRSmonth36 � NRSmonth24Þ � 0. In
the machine-learning context,23 this represented a binary classi-
fication task. As 137 patients did not meet these criteria, they
were excluded and the sample size was reduced to n¼763. To
account for a response rate <100%, [i.e. for incomplete returns of
questionnaires (recovery rate of 86, 82, 81, 81 and 78% in month
1, 6, 12, 24 and 36, respectively)], the classification (group assign-
ment) was firstly performed on the original non-imputed NRS
pain rating data. The classifications of the remaining patients
were obtained by applying the following rules: If all available rat-
ings were NRSmonth12:month36 � 5 then the case was subsumed to
the group “persistent pain”. In contrast, if the available ratings
were NRSmonth6:month36 � 3 and ðNRSmonth24 < NRSmonth6Þ, i.e. a
decrease over time, then the case was subsumed to the group
“non-persistent pain”.

Secondly, the “input space”, xi, was created by deriving can-
didate parameters from the cold pain ratings acquired during
the preoperative test. After exploration of the data (Fig. 2), the
following five key features of interest were derived. They com-
prised (i) the time to reach the individual maximum NRS among
the six measurements at intervals of 15 s, (ii) the time to reach
NRS¼10, (iii) the sum of the individual NRS scores, (iv) the

maximum NRS rating provided during the test, and (v) whether
pain intensity of NRS¼10 had been reached or not. “Feature”
selection was performed based on differences in these parame-
ters between the pain persistence groups (output space) (persis-
tent or non-persistent pain) which were analyzed using
Wilcoxon signed rank tests32 or v2 statistics using an a level set
at 0.05.

Thirdly, a functional connection between the input data and a
desired output value (case labels) was inferred. The “input space”
created as described above, consisted of a 5 x 763 matrix compris-
ing the five parameters, listed as i – v in the paragraph above,
derived from the cold pain ratings acquired during the preopera-
tive cold pain test. These five parameters formed the feature vec-
tor X 2 N5 that was mapped to the “output space” comprising the
discrete classes 2 Y, (i.e. y1¼“persistent pain” and y2¼“non-per-
sistent pain”). All possible classifier values were iteratively
assessed with respect to test performance measures. The main
criteria were

Q
sensitivity; specificity and the balanced accuracy of

assigning a patient to the correct group. Specifically, test sensitiv-
ity and specificity were calculated as sensitivity [%]¼100 � true
positives/(true positivesþ false negatives) and specificity [%]¼100 � true
negatives/(true negativesþ false positives).33 The balanced test accu-
racy proposed to overcome problems in accuracy calculations in
imbalanced datasets34 was calculated as 0.5 � (true positive/all posi-
tiveþ true negative/all negative) equal to 0:5 �

P
sensitivity; specificity.

For the best rules, classification performance parameters were
derived as described above with the addition of the negative
and positive predictive values calculated as NPV [%]¼100 � true
negative/(true negativeþ false negative) and PPV [%]¼100 � true
positive/(true positiveþ false positive), respectively.35

Results

Cold pain data were available from 900 women (Fig. 2) of whom
n¼763 were included in the analyses based on the criteria of fulfill-
ing either that of persistent pain during the three yr postoperative
follow up (n¼61) or that of non-persistent pain (n¼702).

Visual inspection of the raw NRS data (acquired at an inter-
val of 15 s at six time points after immersion of subjects’ hands
in cold water) suggested inter-individual differences in the max-
imum pain intensity and the velocity at which it was reached
(Fig. 2). The five cold sensitivity parameters, (i) time to reach the
individual maximum NRS rating, (ii) the time to reach NRS¼10,
(iii) the sum of the individual NRS scores, (iv) the maximum NRS
rating provided during the test and (v) whether or not NRS¼10
was reached during the test differed significantly between
the groups of persisting vs non-persisting pain (Wilcoxon tests:
P¼0.039, P¼0.009, P¼0.029 and P¼0.009, respectively (Fig. 3), v2

test for NRS¼10: P¼0.015). Specifically, the times to reach the
maximum NRS or NRS¼10 were significantly shorter in the per-
sistent than in the non-persistent pain group, and the sum total
of maximum NRS ratings, was higher in the persistent pain
group. More patients belonging to the “persistent pain” group
rated their maximum pain as NRS¼10.

For the parameters derived from the preoperative cold pain
test, rules were identified (Table 1) for each parameter to pro-
vide its best classification performance, to correctly identify
patients who will experience persistent pain, which was

1Data space is the space in which the n-dimensional feature vectors can be observed. A particular dimension’s data space may be bound to certain ranges.

For example, [0. . .100]n may be a data space of percentages. Sometimes data space is used synonymously with feature space.

Feature vector x x is an n-dimensional vector of numerical features (parameters) that represent one data object (case). The complete set of features in a

data set forms the so-called “feature space”.

The output space Y consists of possible classes, in a medical context diagnoses yi, presently defined as persistent or non-persistent postoperative pain
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assessed by calculating test sensitivity and specificity (Fig. 4). As
the parameter “maximum NRS” performed best at a value of
NRS¼10 (see number iv in the above paragraph), the rule derived
from it coincided with that of the parameter (v), (i.e. “whether or
not NRS¼10 was reached”). Judged by the product of sensitivity
and specificity as used for classifier building, the parameter
TNRS¼10<45 s (see number ii in the above paragraph) performed
best in correctly identifying a patient belonging to the
“persistent pain” group (Table 1). In addition, if NRS¼10 was
never reached during the cold test, the negative predictive value
was almost 97%, (i.e. that pain would not be persistent).
However, the positive predictive value for persistent pain was
low among all parameters tested (Table 1).

Discussion

In a large clinical data set of 763 women treated for breast cancer,
an association between the intensity of preoperative

experimental cold pain and the risk of developing persistent pain
after surgery was established, in agreement with previous small
studies.17 18 The ability of a patient to tolerate experimentally-
induced tonic cold pain, predicted how much pain they experi-
enced after surgery at three yr. Thus, women who were less sen-
sitive and better tolerated the pain induced by immersion of their
hand in cold water, were also less likely to develop persistent
pain after breast cancer surgery than those women in whom the
pain quickly rose to the maximum intensity. The diagnosis of
persistent pain was conservatively established from a prospec-
tive three-year follow-up. The selection of the observation period
between six months and three yr after breast cancer surgery and
the strict criteria for the diagnosis of persistent pain, resulted in a
lower incidence of chronic pain of 8% as compared with the pre-
viously reported incidence of at least moderate pain at one yr
from the same cohort9 of 25–60% in a recent publication.8

The results of our study indicate that the response to tonic
noxious stimulation such as cold may be used as a biomarker of
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Fig 1 Flow chart showing the classification of the patients based on the three-yr development of pain after breast cancer surgery. A total of 853 women fell into

the two main pain persistence groups (output space) of persistent or non-persistent pain, according to the criteria displayed in the grey-shaded frames. This was

the main cohort analysed. The remaining 143 women in whom the assignment criteria applied only partly were excluded from the machine-learning classifier

development but were used as an exploratory SHORTENED “test” data set. NRS, Numerical rating Scale. Incomplete return rates, (i.e. fraction of pain questionnaires

not returned), were dealt with by imputation, as described in Methods.
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in cold water (2–4 �C). The NRS rating is given as colour code (from light blue¼NRS 0 to dark blue¼NRS 10). The plot provides an overview of the pattern of

the NRS ratings (rows, n¼900 patients; columns, ratings given at different time points), arranged by sorting the NRS ratings (“vectors”) in descending order of

rating intensity to place more similar individual “vectors” close to each other. The figure has been created using the R software package (version 3.3.2 for Linux;

http://CRAN. R-project.org/28); specifically, using the “heatmap.2” function of the R library “gplots” (https://cran.r-project.org /package¼gplots).
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an individual’s capacity to tolerate continuous painful input
and that this parameter could be a predictor of a low vs high risk
for the development of persistent pain. This is in line with an
earlier report suggesting a predictive value for the response to
experimentally-induced cold in a clinical cohort of young
men undergoing thoracic surgery for correction of chest malfor-
mation.14 According to the updated definition from the NIH-
FDA Joint Biomarker Team36 (see also http://www.fda.gov/ down
loads/NewsEvents/ MeetingsConferences Workshops/
UCM519805.pdf; accessed July 25, 2017), “biomarker” or
“biological marker” generally refers to a measurable indicator of
some biological state or condition, a defined characteristic that
is measured as an indicator of normal biological processes,
pathogenic processes, or responses to an exposure or interven-
tion.36 This definition is satisfied by sensitivity to tonic experi-
mental cold pain as an indicator of a risk of developing
persistent pain after major surgery. Moreover, the mapping of
features xi to output classes (pain groups) yi as presented in
D ¼ xi; yið ÞNi¼1

n
expresses the biomarker definition in machine-

learning or data science terms. Among five options tested
(Table 1), using TNRS¼10<45 s provided the best overall test
performance. All of the tested biomarkers showed strength
in the negative predictive value of approximately 95% for
non-persistence of pain. The classifier or predictor may not be
feasible in everyday clinical practice, but could be used in clini-
cal trials aiming at preventing the development of persistent
pain. However, the proposed biomarker, and any possible alter-
natives (Table 1), showed weakness in its positive predictive
value of only approximately 10% for persistence of pain. This
will be associated with a high number of false positives and
therefore, when relying only on a patient’s ability to oppress
cold pain, multidisciplinary preventative interventions would
be applied to a proportion of cases unnecessarily. Indeed, in the
present data set, using TNRS¼10<45 s predicted persistent pain
for n¼313 women, of whom 277 (88%) were false positives. This
emphasizes the proposal to use the present test to exclude the
development of persistent pain, while the search for a com-
pletely satisfactory biomarker of chronic pain will continue.
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Fig 3 NRS ratings of perceived pain intensity during immersion of the hand in cold water (2–4 �C). (A) Time courses of the NRS ratings, means (solid lines) and 95%
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created using the R software package (version 3.3.2 for Linux; http://CRAN. R-project.org/28). NRS, Numerical Rating Scale 0-10.

Table 1 Comparative test performance measures for the correct prediction of persisting pain provided by the five candidate parameters
(“classifiers”) derived from NRS ratings. The classifier rules (first row) have to be applied as “if the condition is true then an individual belongs to
the persistent pain group (output space); else to the non-persistent pain group”. PPV, Positive Predictive Value; NPV, Negative Predictive Value;
NRS, Numerical Rating Scale (0–10)

Test performance measure Time to reach
maximum NRS

Time to
reach NRS¼10

NRS sum Maximum
NRS

NRS¼10
reached

Classifier rule for “persistent pain” Tmax<45 s TNRS¼10<45 s SumNRS�50 MaxNRS¼10 MaxNRS¼10
Sensitivity [%] 60.7 59 77 90.2
Specificity [%] 58.1 60.5 38.3 24.4
PPV [%] 11.2 11.5 9.8 9.4
NPV [%] 94.4 94.4 95.1 96.6
Balanced accuracy [%] 59.4 59.8 57.7 57.3
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The search for biomarkers or predictions of persistent pain is
an active research topic. A PubMed query on April 12, 2017 for
“(predict* or biomarker) AND (chronic or persistent) AND pain
AND (breast cancer surgery) NOT review[Publication Type]” pro-
duced 44 hits, of which 22 reported clinical trials that assessed
predictive factors of persistent pain after breast cancer surgery.
A variety of candidate predictors was assessed, including
patient characteristic and psychological parameters, character-
istics of the cancer, pain present before surgery, and rarely also
genetic factors such as variants in cytokine related genes IL10 or
IL1R2.37 A recent meta-analysis including 30 studies with a total
of 19,813 participants concluded that development of persistent
pain after breast cancer surgery was associated with younger
age, radiotherapy, axillary lymph node dissection, greater acute
postoperative pain and preoperative pain.38 However, most
studies restricted the analysis to establishing statistical signifi-
cance of the association between predictive factors and persis-
tent pain without aiming at devolving a diagnostic tool or
biomarker. Of note, a preoperative experimental pain test was
not among previously analysed potential predictors of persis-
tent pain after breast cancer surgery.

In addition to the possible utility as a test to identify patients
in whom the development of persistent pain is unlikely, present
results point at an association between the ability to tolerate
experimentally-induced tonic cold and a lower risk for persistent
pain. This also raises interesting questions regarding the physiol-
ogy of the cold pressor test and its association with the modula-
tion of responses to noxious input. Descriptions of many chronic
pain syndromes note that the disorder (e.g. fibromyalgia, head-
ache, complex regional pain syndrome) is associated with hyper-
sensitivity to pain and with reduced endogenous inhibition of
pain, implying that an individual’s processing of pain-related
information changes with the onset of the syndrome.16 Similarly,
a subject’s reduced endogenous inhibition of pain has been
proposed to increase the patient’s risk of chronic pain.17 18 The
individual differences in the pain modulation system preventing
or facilitating pain persistence, however, raise the question
of whether inhibitory pathways of pain can be “trained” or

modulated by psychological interventions39 or drugs, before a
predictable exposure to a recognized cause of chronic pain
such as a surgical intervention.5 Interestingly, duloxetine, a
dual-action antidepressant, normalizes endogenous pain control
as measured by conditioned pain modulation, leading to
improved analgesia in painful neuropathy.40

Studies have shown that more severe acute postoperative
pain is associated with chronic post-surgery pain suggesting
that the strong intensity of pain facilitates its future persis-
tence.41 For example, early postoperative pain after lateral thor-
acotomy significantly predicted long-term pain,42 similarly
found with postoperative pain after cosmetic surgery of the
thorax.41 Again, the intensity of postoperative pain after total
hip arthroplasty was associated with pain outcomes for up to
six weeks after surgery.43 Further evidence indicates that
patients reporting high levels of pain four days after various
types of elective surgery were at risk of increased pain six
months after the operation.44 In addition, the development of
chronic pain was predicted by the intensity of early postopera-
tive pain after open groin hernia repair.45 Moreover, preexistent
pain resulted as a risk factor in an analysis of present pain after
hernia surgery.46 As a possible explanation of the association of
postoperative pain intensity with long-term pain, it has been
suggested that the experience of strong perioperative pain
facilitates its future chronification.41 Considering the present
results, another possible explanation is that strong periopera-
tive pain reflects the functional state of a patient’s endogenous
pain inhibition, with low function associating with a higher risk
of pain persistence. However, both processes could participate
in pain becoming persistent.

Conclusions

Using a data-driven approach in an analyzed cohort of 763
women operated on for breast cancer, a relationship between
responses to tonic noxious cold applied preoperatively and the
postoperative development of persistent pain has been shown.
The use of machine learning, which is an artificial intelligence
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show the product of sensitivity and specificity (Sens * Spec) for different cut-offs for (i) the time to reach maximum NRS and (ii) the time to reach NRS¼10 (A) and

(iii) the sum NRS (B), or (iv) the maximum NRS rating during the test (C). The dashed lines show the corresponding balanced accuracies of the obtained classifica-

tion. The perpendicular black line on the left panel indicates the cut-off of 90 s; when NRS¼10 was never reached, the time was arbitrarily set at 90 s. The analysis

was done iteratively with increasing x-values and it assessed the performance of the classifier defined as, for example, “if time to reach NRS_10�actual test time,

an individual belongs to the non-persisting pain group (output space) else to the persisting pain group”. The test performances resulting in each iteration are plotted.

The figure was created using the R software package (version 3.3.2 for Linux; http://CRAN.R-project.org/28). NRS, Numerical Rating Scale (0-10).
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based method suitable to discover patterns in data and to per-
form classification tasks, such as the assignment to the persis-
tent or non-persistent pain groups, was preferred to classical
statistical methods where knowledge, or at least presumptions,
about the distributions and/or functional dependencies of the
data are necessary. Applying machine-learning techniques,
firstly, a possible classifier was developed that can be used as a
clinical biomarker predicting exclusion of persistent pain in a
patient with an accuracy of 94.4% (negative predictive value).
This provides a clinically sound basis for releasing a patient
early from multidisciplinary therapy approaches47 as the false
negative rate of the test was low. However, it does not provide a
similarly robust criterion to select women for enhanced thera-
pies given the high false positive rate of the test. Secondly, the
association established between the ability to oppress pain to
tonic noxious cold and the development of persistent pain after
a surgery may hint at a pathophysiological relationship. That is,
the results provide support for the concept of chronic pain as an
expression of the individual tone of the nocifensive system,
rather than a reaction to uncontrolled pain experiences during
the surgical intervention: this may be further therapeutically
addressed.
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